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NCR Digital Age Verification

Age verification at self-checkout for most consumers means 
more wait time. It also contributes to long self-checkout lines, 
overwhelmed employees, and potential false age approval. None 
of this is good for the customer experience or the business. 
Consumers want frictionless shopping, and self-checkout 
employees want a fast and effective checkout process. Digital age 
validation is here, and it can help improve the shopping experience. 

NCR Digital Age Verification is a cloud-based service that performs 
anonymous age estimation or digital identity based biometric 
authorization. In addition, our AI and anti-spoofing technology 
helps businesses to comply with regulations better, by ensuring that 
each age verification transaction is accurate. With NCR Digital Age 
Verification, your customers will have a better shopping experience 
while employees can focus on other pressing customer needs.

About 50% of 
interventions 

are for age 
verification

Age Verification Interventions

Other Interventions

How NCR Digital Age Verification Works:

• Pixel data from the user is processed to determine age 
• Machine learning algorithms that  are trained to estimate human age processes the data
• Age determined in 1-2 seconds
• Accuracy analysis from entire past data set shows a deviation of ± 3.45 years.  

So if the legal age is 21, choose 30 to create a safe threshold.
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NCR Digital Age Verification Benefits:

• Multiple age verification options - Depending on your preference, you can use the camera,  
scan the QR code for approval using the Yoti app, or wait for employee approval.

• More accurate age checks - Human error is eliminated by using more dependable AI age  
verification algorithms

• Privacy is top priority - In the case of automated age verification shoppers can take a selfie, which is 
encrypted and securely transmitted to the Yoti back-end server for validation. It is not stored on the  
local point of sale terminal either. After age estimate is performed, the image is deleted from Yoti’s  
back-end server

• Employees can focus on other customer needs - Since employees won’t have to pause their 
operations to verify a customer’s age, they can focus on other, more pressing customer needs.

• More efficient checkout experience - With NCR Digital Age Verification checkout operations can 
continue without unnecessary interruptions.

Why NCR?

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a leading software and 
services-led enterprise provider in the financial, retail, 
hospitality, small business and telecom and technology 
industries. We run key aspects of our clients’ business so 
they can focus on what they do best. 

NCR is headquartered in Atlanta, GA with 34,000 
employees and solutions in 141 countries. NCR is a 
trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States  
and other countries.

Deliver a better customer experience in your store with NCR Digital Age Verification.


